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Flexi Adaptor with Timer, Latch, Play/pause
PART No.      FLEXP

PRICE AUD   

GST               $17.73

INQUIRY DATE   26 Jun 2024

Our popular general purpose adaptor just got better
Our new Flexi Adaptor now has three different modes of operation to suit a wider range of
uses. The Flexi Adaptor can be used with most low voltage switch adapted devices
including battery powered toys, music players and other sensory devices.

Latching: The latching (on/off) function turns the controlled device on with the first switch
press, and off with the second. 
Flexi Timer: The timer will ‘catch’ a very brief switch closure and give an extended ‘on time’
which ensures an adequate reward for the switch press. This feature has been found to
greatly assist students learning the cause-effect relationship between pressing a switch
and the controlled device operating. 
Play-Pause Timer: Great for music or video. When the user switch is pressed the Flexi
output will pulse once to start the CD playing then after an  adjustable time period, the Flexi
output will pulse again to pause the  CD. This can greatly assist students learning the
cause-effect relationship between  pressing a switch and the CD player operating. The
music will start when  the switch is pressed then stop after say 20 seconds, thereby 
encouraging the user to press their switch again.

The ‘on time’ can be adjusted from one second up to approximately 1 minute.
Switch Sold Separately
The Play/Pause mode has been designed to work with click-start, click-stop style devices,
usually devices with a play/pause button - here are some examples:

 Use the Flexi Adaptor (Play/Pause) in conjunction with the play/pause function of our
Adapted CD player. 
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Use the Flexi Adaptor (Play/Pause) in conjunction with our switch adapted mouse and
computer to      control the play/pause on windows media player or other software.
Use the Flexi Adaptor (Play/Pause) in conjunction with our Switch accessible Learning
Infrared TV Controller to      control the play/pause on a DVD player MP3 player, iPod dock
or just about any music player that has a remote control with a play/pause button.
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